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Abstract-Let 0< 2b "" a < c be integers. Two players playalternately with a pile of stones, Eachplayer at
his turnselects onemove from the following two: (i) Remove k stones from the pile subject to 1""k ""a or
c + I ""k ""c +a, (ii)If thenumber m of stones inthepile satisfies m sa 2b(mod 2a),adda stones to thepile.
Theplayer making the lastmove wins. If thereis nolastmove, the game is a (dynamic) tie,TheGeneralized
Sprague-Grundy function G is determined, thusgiving the strategy of play for the game andits disjunctive
compound, An algorithm requiring Ora') steps for computing G is given, It turns out that G =G(a,b,c) is
ofa rather complicated form. Themain interest of thepaperis inpresenting a complete strategy fora classof
games with dynamic ties,
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this work is to compute the values of the Generalized Sprague-Grundy function
G of certaingames withcyclesdefined in [1, Section 6],which are variations on the game known
as "Battle of Numbers". The class of games depends on three integer parameters, a, b, c
satisfying 0< 2b ,,;;; a < c. It turns out that the behavior of G as a function of a, b, c is rather
complicated. Thereare twoplayers playing alternately, a pileof stonesandtwotypesof moves:
(i) Remove k stones from the pile subject to
(ii) If the number m of stonesin the pilesatisfies m == 2b(mod 2a), add a stonesto the pile.
Each playerat his turn selectsone move of type (i) or (ii). The player making the last move
wins. If there is no last move, the game is a tie. (Such a tie is called dynamic, since, loosely
speaking, it implies movement ina cycle. In contrast,an end-position tie, as, say, in tic-tac-toe, is
static. Static ties do not pose difficulties of the type encountered by dynamic ties.)
Anyposition u of the game is a non-negative integer denoting the number of stonesin the pile.
Let Z denote the set of non-negative integers. For technical reasons, every interval I in the
sequel stands for I n Z. Define integers q, r, ij by
c = q(a + I) + r, 0,,;;; r e: a,
For every integer k define
ij = min (2b, q).
ak(i) = k(c + a + 1)+ i(a + I) (0";;; i « q), adq + I) = ak+l(O),
q
Idj) = [adj), adj + 1)(0";;; j,,;;; q), I, = U Ik(j).
j~O
Clearly,
if.j~Ik(i)nIk(j)=0, ki-l~IknL=0, Z= U t;
k,.O
Therefore for each v E Z thereexistsa unique interval Ik(j) (0";;; j ,,;;; q, k ;;.0),suchthat v E Ik(j).
For these v, j, k we define '}'V = v - ak(j). Therefore,
o,,;;; j < q ~ 0 ,,;;; '}'v ,,;;; a, j = q ~ 0 ,,;;; '}'v ,,;;; a +r ,,;;; 2a.
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Since adi +1)- adi) =a,(i + I) - a,(i) for all integers k, I (0 os; i os; q), we shall write simply
a (i +1)- a (i) in the sequel.
Define a sequence of (q +3)-dimensional vectors I'k(i ) (- l OS; i os; q + 1, k ;::-I) over Z
recursively. For all k ;::-I ,
fd-1)=a +l , f k(q+I)=O.
For k =-I ,
oOS; i OS; 4=?L.(i) = a(i + 1)- a(i ), 4< i OS; q =?LI(i) =0. (I )
Let k ;::0, and suppose that L I, .. ., f k- 1 were already defined. We say that a triple (v, i;k)
(v, k E Z,0 os; i os; q ) satisfies Condition W if:
v E 1k(i), v:; 2b (mod 2a)
i < q =?O<fk- I(i + 1)< 'Yv or 0 = f H(i + 1) OS; 'Yv,}




For every triple (v, i, k) satisfying Condition W we put f k(i )='Yv; whereas f k(i )= f k- l(i ) if
(v, i,k) satisfies Condition W for no v E 1k(i). Define the sets
q
51= U U [ad i), ak(i ) +fk(i)), 52=Z -5I, f(Y)={Yv: vE Y n51},
k ...O 1-0
for every Y C Z. Denote by F (u) the set of positions reachable by one movefrom u. Our main
result is
THEOREM 1. uE5.=?G(u)='Yu with counter function C(u)=u ; uES2 =?G (u)=
oo( f( F( u ))).
In Section 2, we interpret this result and introduce some further notation. In Section 3 the
basic properties of S1, S2 , f k will be explored, and Section 4 contains the proof of Theorem 1.
This theorem shows that the behaviorand full knowledge of the sequence {fk(i)} is crucial to the
theory. In Section 5 we investigate this sequence in greater depth. Necessary and sufficient
conditions for 52 = 0 (i.e. fk (i) = a(i + 1)- a(i) for all i, k ) are given in Lemma8. By Lemma 1
(Section 3), fk +I(i) os; I'k(i). Therefore we can define
m(i) = minI'k(i ), k(i) = min{k ;:: 0: I'k(i) = m(in.
k ...O
Lemmas 11, 12 give explicit formulas for m (i), k (i ). The set of winning, losing and tie positions
computed in [I, Theorem Vj is deduced from these results as a special case summarized in
Theorem 2. Since by Lemma 1 f k(i + 1) os; fk (i ), it makes sense to define
1(00) = min{i : m (i) os; a}, K (oo) = k (1(oo» , K (0) = min{k ;::0: I'k(4) os; a}.
Lemmas 13 and 16 give explicit formulas for K (oo) and K (O). These and further results lead to
Algorithm E, which enables a fast computation of {fd i)}, requiring O(a 2) operations and O(a 2)
memory words. In the final Section 6, some computer results of an implementation of this
algorithm are given.
2. INTERPRETATION OF THE MAIN RESULT
Throughout, R denotes a finite loopless digraph, which maycontaincycles.For any impartial
game M of bounded play, a game-graph R is defined, whose vertices VCR) are the game's
positions, and (u, v) is an edgein E(R) (the set of edges) directedfrom u to v, if and only if there
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is a move from position u to position v. As usual, we occasionally identify M with R and the
positions and moves of a game with the vertices and edges of its corresponding game-graph
respectively, using them interchangeably.
For every u E VCR), define its setof followers F(u) by F(u) = {v E VCR): (u, v) E E(R)}. If
F( u) = 0, u is called a sink. As customary, we denote by N the set of all positions for each of
which thereisa move by which the next player canforcea win, nomatter whathisopponent may
do. ByP wedenote the set of allpositions suchthat if the previous player leaves his opponent in
one of them, the previous player can force a win, no matter what his opponent may do. For
example, all sinks are P-positions. Finally, we denote by T the set of all vertices which are tie
positions, i.e., positions from which no player can force a win (and therefore each player can
preventlosing). Clearly u E P ifandonlyifF(u) eN; u E N ifandonlyifF( u) n Pi' 0; andu E T
if and only if F(u) n P = 0 and F(u) n Ti' 0.
The Generalized Sprague-Grundy function maps the vertices of a digraph R into Z and 00. If
G(u)=oo, we often use the notation G(u)=oo(L), where L ={G(v)<oo: v EF(u)}. Let K be
any finite set of nonnegative integers, M(K) the smallest nonnegative integer not in K. We use
the notation MG(u) for M(G(F(u))). Thefunction G is a Generalized Sprague-Grundy function
with counter function C: VCR)! ~ S, where V(Rl is the subjectof VCR) withfinite G-values, S
a well-ordered set, if the following conditions hold:
A. G(u)<oo~G(u)=MG(u).
B. For every vEF(u) with G(v»G(u), there exists wEF(v) with G(w)=G(u),
C(w)<C(u).
C. If G(u)=oo, then there exists v EF(u) with G(v)=oo(K), MG(u)EK.
This definition is equivalent to the definition of G given in [1]. See [2]. The function G exists
uniquely for every digraph R. Although G is unique, there is nothing unique about C. The
connection between G and the N, P, T-positions is given by
THEOREM A.
P ={u: G(u)=O},
N = {u: 0 < G(u) <oo} U{u: G(u) = oo(K), 0 E K},
T = {u: G(u) = oo(K),O$ K}.
(See [1, Theorem II; 3].) A disjunctive compound of m ~ 1 games is a two-person game
D(MI,... , Mm) composed of a set of m games MI , ••• , Mm. Eachplayer at his turn chooses one
game and makes a move in it. The first player able to move in no game is the loser,the other the
winner. If there is no last move, the game is a tie. The game-graph D(R I , ••• , Rm ) of the
disjunctive compound of m games is defined by RI X R2 X ... x Rm , where R, is the game graph
of M, (l:S;; i :s;; m). Its vertices are given by
ii = {CUI, ..., um ) : Ui E VCR;)},
and (ii, ii) is an edge if and onlyif there exists j suchthat (Uj, Vj) E E(Rj ) , and Ui = Vi for all i i' j.
Define a(ii) = ~'i:1 G(u;), where ~/ (andthe symbol ffibelow) denote ordinary Nim-sum (binary
addition without carries) if G(u;) < 00 (l :s;; i :s;; m), and the additional provisions
a ffi oo(L) = oo(Lffi a), (Lffi a = {lffi a: I E L}), 00(K1) ffi 00(K2) = 00(0).
Then
THEOREM B. G(ii) = a(ii) for all ii.
(See [1, Theorem IV; 3].) Thus the main resultgives, in particular, the complete strategy for the
disjunctive compound of m ~ 1 "Battle of Number" games..
3. PROPERTIES OF r, s; S2
Property 1. k ~ -1, O~ i e: q ~O~ rk+l(i) ~rk(i)~ aU +1)- a(i).
Proof. The definition of Condition Wand (1) imply the right-hand and left-hand inequalities.
The inequality rk+I(i)~rk(i) follows from (3) and the definition of rk+l(i).
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Property 2. (i) 0~ i < ii~ fa (i) :::: at] + 1)- a(i).
(ii) Suppose c < 2b(a +1)+a. Then
r :::: a, q == 0 (mod 2)~ f o(4):::: fo(q):::: 2b - q.
Otherwise, fo(q):::: a(q + 1)- ato)> a + r + 1.
(iii) Suppose c ~ 2b(a + 1)+ a. Then ii ~ i ~ q~ fo(i):::: O.
Proof. For every 0~ i < Ii(~ q),
v E Io(i)~ 'Yv ~ a < a + 1~L,(i + 1),
and so by (4), Condition W is not satisfied. Therefore fo(i):::: L1(i):::: a(i + 1) - a(i). Suppose
c < 2b(a +1)+a. If r < a, (4) shows that no v E Io(q) satisfies Condition W. If q == 1 (mod 2),
then
ao(q)+2b - q - a == ao(q)+2b - q +a ==2b (mod 2a),
and since 0< 2b - q < 2b ~ a, the interval [ao(q), ao(q) + a] does not contain any v == 2b
(mod 2a). Therefore in these twocases fo(q):::: L1(q):::: a(q + 1)- a(q):::: a + r + 1. If r:::: a and
q == 0 (mod 2), then the triple (ao(q) + 2b - q, q, 0) satisfies Condition W, and so I'o(q) :::: 2b - q.
Now suppose c ~ 2b(a + 1) +a. Then (ao(2b), 2b,0) satisfies Condition l¥, and hence
fo(4):::: f o(2b) :::: O. Thus by (1) and Property 1, 4 ~ i ~ q~ fo(i):::: O.
Property 3. ak(i) == 2b (mod 2a), adi) E SI, i < q ~ k > 0 and fk-1(i + 1)> O.
Proof. The smallest positive integer solution of (a +1)x - 2ay :::: 2b is plainly (x,y) :::: (2b, b).
If c < 2b(a + 1)+ a, then q ~2b and so i < q ~ ao(i) t=2b (mod 2a). If c ~2b(a + 1)+ a then
ao(i)ES2 (2b~i~q) by Property 2. Finally, ak(i)ESl~fk(i»O, and by Property 1,
fk-I(i) > o. If fH(i + 1):::: 0, then the triple (ak(i), i, k) satisfies Condition Wand ak(i) E S2.
Definition. For each k ~ -1 define
tk :::: max{i: -1 ~ i ~ q, fk(i) > OJ.
Then clearly,
Let k be the smallest positive integer such that there exists a largest i < tk for which fk(i):::: O.
Then (4) and Property 1 imply fH(i + 1) == fdi + 1):::: 0, a contradiction. Hence also
-1 ~ i ~ t, ~fk(i»O.
Property 4. (i) k ~ 0~ Sk-I- 1~ Sk ~ Sk-I, tk-I - 1~ tk ~ tk-Jo
(ii) k~-1, sk~i~tk~fdi+1)<fk(i)~a.
Proof. (i) For every i > tk-I, fk(i):::: fk-I(i):::: 0 by Property 1. Hence t« ~ tc-«. Similarly,
fk(Sk-I)~fk-I(Sk-I)~ Sk ~ SH. For everyO~ i < SH-l(~q), fk-1(i + 1):::: a(i +2)-a(i + 1),
hence fdi):::: fH(i):::: a(i + 1) - a(i) by (4), proving Sk ~ SH-1. Also, 0~ i <
tk-I-1«q)~ fk-I(i + 1)> O. Now either fdi) == fk-1(i) > 0, or, by (4), fk(i) > fk-1(i + 1)> O.
This proves tk ~ tk - I - 1.
(ii) SinceS-I == ii +1, L 1 == ii, the assertion is trivially true for k == -1. Suppose the assertion
holds for k - 1 (k ~ 0). Let Sk ~ i ~ tk. If I' k(i) :::: I'k-l(i), then Property 1 and the induction
hypothesis imply
If fk(i)~fk-l(i), then the triple (ak(i)+fk(i),i,k) satisfies Condition W, and fk(i»O since
i ~ tk • If i < q, then fk(i + 1)~ fk-I(i + 1)< fk(i) by (4), and fk(i) ~ a by (3). If i :::: q, then
clearly 0 == fk(i + 1)< fk(i), and fk(i) ~ a by (4).
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LEMMA 1. k~-I, -I~i~q, sk~q:?a+l=fd-1)~fdO)~"'~fdi)~fk+J(i)~
fdi + 1)~ ... ~ fdq + 1) = O.
Proof Property 1 implies fk(i) ~ fk+I(i). By definition, fk(i) = fk(i + 1) for i ~ s, and for
i > t, if s, ~ q. By Property 4 (ii), s, ~ i ~ tk :? fk(i + 1)< fk(i). Thus fdi) ~
fdi + 1)(- I ~ i ~ q; Sk ~ q). Now either fk+l(i) = fk(i), and so fk+J(i) ~ fdi + 1), or
fk+l(i) ~ fk(i + 1) by (4).
Property 5. k E Z, v E [ak(q), ak(q) + r]n 51:? r < a or v~ 2b (mod 2a).
Proof v E 51:? 'Yv < fk(q) ~ fk-1(q). If r = a and v == 2b (mod 2a), then by (4), the triple
(v, q, k) satisfies Condition W, so v E 52, a contradiction.
Property 6. c < 2b(a +1)+a, r < a :? 52 = 0.
Proof. By Property 2 (ii), fo(i) = at] + 1)- a(i) (0~ i ~ q). Thus by (4) and induction on k,
Condition W is satisfied for no triple (v, i, k) (0~ i ~ q, k E Z).
Property 7. For every k E Z, I, n 52 i' .e:? [ak(q)+ r, ak+I(O» C 52.
Proof Suppose c < 2b(a + 1) + a.If Ik n 52 i' 0, then by Lemma 1, Ik(q) n 52 i' 0. Thus by (4)
and Property I, f dq) ~ r = a, proving the assertion. So suppose c ~ 2b(a + 1)+a. Then
Properties 2 and I imply fk(q) = O.
Property 8. For every k E Z, u E [ak (0), adq) + r]n 52:? u + a E 52.
Proof. Note that u +a E L; Suppose u E Ik(i). If i = q, the result follows from Property 7.
Otherwise, the result is clear if 'Yu = O. If 'Yu > 0 then Sk ~ i ~ tk , so U +a =
ak(i + I) + 'Yu - I E 52, by Property 4(ii).
Property 9. Let u E Ik(i) (O~ i ~ q, k E Z), F(u) = F(u)-{u +a}. Then F(u) =
[ak(O), adO)+ 'Yu) U (ak-I(q) + 'Yu + r,adO» U [ak-I(l), ak-J(l) + 'Yu)
U (ak-J(O) + 'Yu, ak-l(l) if i = 0,
[adi), adi) + 'Yu) U (ak(i -1) + 'Yu, adi)) U [ak-l(i + I), ak-l(i + I) + 'Yu)
U (ak-l(i) + 'Yu, ak-l(i + I» if 0< i < q,
if i = q, 'Yu ~ r,
([adq) + 'Yu - a, adq) + 'Yu) n Ik(q» U (ak(q -I) + 'Yu, ak(q»
U [adO), adO)+ 'Yu - r) U (ak-I(q) + 'Yu, ak(O» if i = q, 'Yu > r.
Remark. In all of the four cases, F(u) is the union of four disjoint intervals. The first of these
comprises the closest followers Fcc(u), the second those close followers Fct(u) not in Ik(i), the
third the closest far followers Ftc (u), and the last the farthest followers Ftt ( u). In this connection
we remaind the reader of our convention that every interval I stands for I n Z.
Proof Follows immediately from the definition of F(u) by verifying the four cases.
LEMMA 2. Let u E [adi)+fdi), ak(i+l» (O~i~q, k E Z). Then
f[F(u)] =
[0,r k(0) U ('Yu, f~-I(O» if i = 0,
[O,fk(i»U('Yu,fk(i-I» if O<i<q,
[0, fk(q» U ('Yu, rdq -I» U «'Yu, n-I(q» n ('Yu, 'Yu + aD if i = q, 'Yu ~ r,
['Yu - a, fk(q) U ([0, 'Yu - r) n [0, fk(O))) U ('Yu, n-J(q» if i = q, 'Yu > r,
where fW) = I'k(i) if k ~ 0, r~I(i) = O(i =0 or q).
Proof. Since u E 52, Property 8 shows that also u + a E 52 in the first three cases. In these
cases it thus suffices to consider F(u) from Property 9. For i = 0 we use Lemma 1 to deduce
fk-I(1)~fk(O)~a. Hence Ffc(u)CFcc(u). By (4) IHn5d0, and so Property 7 implies
Fct(u)C52 • For O<i<q we use fk-l(i+1)~fk(i) to deduce Ftc(u)cFcc(u) and fk-1(i)~
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I' k (i - 1)to deduce Ftt(u) C Fet(u). For i = q, 'Yu ",;; r, the result follows directly from Property 9.
Finally, for i = q, 'Yu > r, we consider two cases. If c < 2b(a + 1) +a, then 'Yu > r = a by
Property 6, and so Fc/(u)=0. If c ;:. 2b(a +1) +a, then r =a or q > 2b. In the former case
again Fct(u)= 0. In the latter, Fe/(u) C [ad2b), ak+I(O» C S2. Note also that u + a =
ak+I(O) + 'Yu - r - 1E I'k+I(O). If u + a E SI, then 'Yu - r - 1< fk+I(O)"';; I'k(O), and thus 'Yu - r - 1
is already included in [0, 'Yu - r) n [0, fdO».
Property 10. u ES2?[0,a][f(F(u».
Proof. Let u E [ak(i)+fdi), adi + 1),0",;; i « q, k EZ. If 0",;; i < q,or(i = q and 'Yu"';; r), the
first three cases of Lemma 2 imply 'Yu E f(F(u ». So suppose i = q, 'Yu > r. Then the last case of
Lemma 2 shows that aE f(F(u». Indeed, r k (q),;;; r ",;; a by Property7, and 'Yu - r s; a for every
uEZ; and aE('Yu, f~_,(q» since r=a if c<2b(a+l)+a (Property 6), and n-l(q)=O if
c ;:. 2b(a +1) +a (Properties 2 and 1).
4. DETERMINATION OF G
For computing the Generalized Sprague-Grundy function of the game, we consider the
disjunctive compound of two suchgames whose positions are (non-ordered) pairs (u, v) E Z x Z.
Without loss of generality we shall always assume 'Yu ;:. 'Yv or u E S2, except when differently
specified by the context. Define the following families of positions:
P' = {(u, v): u, v E SI, 'Yu = 'Yv},
T'={(u,v):uES2; if VESI, then 'YvEf(F(u»},
N' =Z-p l - T'.
Clearly N ' n P' =N' n T' =pI n T' =0, N ' UP' UT' =Z X Z.
LEMMA 3. For every (u, v) E N ' there exists w E F(u) such that (w, v) E P', w < u. If
w = u - a == 2b (mod 2a), then there exists 1",;; j",;; a such that also (u - c - j, v) E P'.
Proof. Suppose u E Ik(i), and consider two cases:
(i) u, v E SI. If 'Yu - 'Yv < a or ('Yu - 'Yv = a, u - a ¢ 2b (mod 2a», let w = u - ('Yu - 'Yv) =
Q!k (i) + 'Yv. Since I'k(i) > 'Yu > 'Yv = 'Y"" we have (w, v) E P' as required. In every other case,
'Yu - 'Yv ;:.a. Thus if i < q, then
'Yu = a, 'Yv = 0, Q!k(i) = u - a == 2b (mod 2a).
Since u E SI, also ak(i) E SI and so Property 3 implies w = u - c - a = ak-l(i +1)E SI. If i =q,
either 'Yu - 'Yv > a, or ('Yu - 'Yv = a, u - a == 2b (mod 2a». ByProperty5 applied to u - a,wehave
r < a in the latter case. Hence in either case 0< 'Yu - 'Yv - r ",;; 'Yu - r ",;; a, and therefore
since fk(q)",;;fk(O) by Lemma 1.
(ii) u E S2. Then there exists x E F(u) such that 'Yx = 'Yv and x E SI. If x < u and either
X':F u - a or x ¢ 2b (mod 2a), then x is a follower of the desired type. So assume x = u - a,
x == 2b (mod 2a). Since x E SI, thereexistsa smallest y E Ik(i) suchthat x < y",;;u, YE S2. Since
y ¢ 2b (mod 2a), the triple (y, i, k) does not satisfy Condition W, which implies k > 0 and
fdi) =fk-I(i). Suppose u E [ak(O) +fk(O), adl) -1). Then fH(O) =fk(O) < a, and so x = u -
a Elk-I n S2 by Property 7. It follows that u » ak(l) -1. Suppose that u » adq) +a. Then
xE[ak(q),ak(q)+r]nSI, and so c<2b(a+1)+a. By Property 5, r<a. Hence S2=0 by
Property 6, a contradiction. Thus ak(l) - 1",;; u < ak(q) +a. Hence if 'Yu < a, then x E Ik(i - 1),
'Yx = 'Yu +1< fdi -1). Since ak(i -1) + fk(i -1) ¢ 2b (mod 2a), wehave fk(i -1) =fk-1(i -1).
Also, 'Yx > 'Yu ;:. fk(i) = fk-l(i). So r k-1(i) < 'Yx < rk-l(i -1), and the triple (x, i-I, k) satisfies
Condition W, a contradiction. Hence 'Yu = a, x = ak(i) and u - c - a =aH(i + 1) which is in SI
by Property 3. Hence (u - c - a, v) E P'.
Finally, if x = u +a, then Property 8 implies u E (ak(q) +r, ak+I(O», and therefore
x =ak+I(O) + 'Yu - r - 1E Ik+I(O). Now 'Yx = 'Yu - r - 1< rk+I(O)"';; I' k(O) by Property 1.Therefore
W =u - c - 1=ak(O) + 'Yu - r - 1 is a follower of the desired type.
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For the next lemma we order the set of ordered pairs (a, b), a, b E Z.lexicographically, i.e.,
(a, b)< (c,d) if and only if a < c or (a = c, b < d). Thus the set is well-ordered and every
nonempty subset has a least element.
L EMMA 4. Let (s, t) E P'. If (u, v) E F(s, t) , then there exists (r, y) E Ftu, v) n P' such that
(1'" x + y) < (1'.. s + t).
Proof. Wehave1'. =1'" andso 1'. =(1'. + y.)/2. Thus(1'., s + t ) is symmetric in s, t, andhence
we may assume without loss of generality v = t, u T! s. Suppose that s Elk(i), tEL (j) . We
consider several cases:
(i) uEFcc(s ) or (UE Ftc(s), i = q). Then 1'.<1'. and uE5 t • If y.- y.";;a , let
y = v - (1'. - 1'. )= al(j) +1'., x = u. Then (x, y) E P' is of the desired form. If 1'. - y. > a, then
1'. =1', > a, hence i = j =q, and u E Ftc(s ). We let
(ii) uEFct(s), i>O. Then O<y.-y.,.;;a, and we let x=u-(y.-y.)=ak(i-l)+y.,
y=v=t. By Lemma 1, rk(i -1)~rk(i), and so x E 5!. Moreover, x+y=s+t- (a+1)<
s + t.
(iii) u E Fct(s), i = 0 or (u E Ftc(s), i < q) or u E Fff (s). Then u E Ik- t, k > 0, and we let
x = u - (c + a + l -(s - u»= s-(c + a + l )= ak-t(i) + ys, y=v = t. Since l";; s-u";;a or
c + 1,.;; s - u ,.;; c + a, we have x E F(s ). By Property 1, x E 51.
(iv) u = s +a. If u E 5 2or y. > y" then(u, v) EN'. By Lemma 3, thereexists 1,.;; n ,.;; a such
that (u - c- n,v) E P'. We therefore let x = u -c - n, y =v = t. Then x + y=
s + t + a - c - n < s + t. Otherwise u E 5 1, y. ,.;; ys- This can happen only if (i < q, 1'. > 0), in
which case u = ak (i + 1)+ y. - 1, or (i = q, y. > r), whence u =a k+I(O) + 1'. - r - 1E Ik+I (O). In
both cases y. < y.. If y. - y. ,.;; a, take y = v - (y. - y. ) = ak(j) + y.. Otherwise, i = j = q,
s = ak(q) + y., u = ak+l(O)+y. - r -1. In this case take
y = v - c -1 = a,(q )+Yr - c - 1=a,(0)+Yr - r -1 , x = u.
Also y E 5.. since f l(O) ~ f l(q ) > yr.
Property 11. u E 52~ F(u)n 52T! 0.
Proof. We have u E [ak(i )+ f k(i) , ak(i + 1» for some 0,.;; i e:q, k E Z. If y. > f k(i ), then
u - 1E F(u)n52. So we may assume y. = fk (i ). We first assume that the triple (u, i, k) satisfies
Condition W. Then i =q~ y. ,.;; r = a by (4). Hence u E [adO), ak(q) +r] andso u +a E 52 by
Property 8. If (u, i, k) does not satisfy Condition W, then fk -t(i) = fk(i) = yu- Hence
y. < a~ u - c - a = ak-t(i) +y. + I E F(u) n 52,
whereas y. = a~ Sk-t ,.;; i ,.;; tH , and so I'k-t(i + 1)<Tk-t(i ) = y. by Property 4. Consider
u - c - 1= ak - l(i) + I'k-t(i) + a. Thus
and so u - c -1 E F(u)n 52. If i = q, then
u - c -1 = ak- t(q)+fk-t (q )+ a Elk-I n 52 n F(u),
since Property 7 implies fk-t (q )";; r.
LE MMA 5. (u, v) E T' ~ Ft u, v) eN' UT' .
Proof. Let (x, y) E F (u, v). If x E 52 or y E 5 2, then by definition (x, y) e P' . Otherwise,
u E 52, V E 5 .. Yve f(F(u», x E F(u), y = v.
Hence y. T! Yv = yy, i.e. (x, y) e P'.
LEMMA 6. (u, v) E T' ~ Ftu, v) n T' T! 0.
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Proof. If u, V E 52, the assertion follows from Property 11. Therefore we may assume
with
'YvE f(F(u » . (5)
If there exists IV E F(v ) () 52, or (w E F(v ) () 51 with 'YwE [(F(u))) then (u, w) E T'. Therefore
we may assume
F(v ) C5 1,
f(F(v» Cf(F(u » .
(6)
(7)
If there exists w E F( u) () 52such that 'Yv E f(F( w», then (w, v ) E T'. Therefore we may assume
IV E F(u) () 52~ 'Yv E f (F(w». (8)
Assuming (5)-(8), we shall reach a contradiction.
If 'Yv > a, then j = q, and the last case of Property 9 implies f(F (v» => Fcc(v) U Ftc(v) => [0, aJ
and so (7) contradicts Property 10. Hence 'Yv ~ a. Next we show that i = q ~ 'Yu ~ r. Assume that
i = q, 'Yu > r. By Property 7, u - I E 52. Hence by (8) (with IV = u - I) ,
'Yv E f( F( u - 1».
Assume first c < 2b(a + I) +a. Then r = a by Property 6. Since 'Yu >O~ 'Yu -I = v: - 1, the
last case of Lemma 2 implies
f(F (u -1» = ['Yu - a -I , f dq » U ([0, 'Yu - a - I) n [0, f k(O» )
U ('Yu - 1,n - I(q» c f(F (u » U {'Yu - a - I, 'Yu }.
Now 'Yv~ 'Yu since 'Yv ~ a < 'Yu. If also '}'V~ 'Yu - a - I, then 'YvE f(F(u - I» by (5), a
contradiction. Hence 'Yv = 'Yu - a - I. Also I' k (0)~ 'Yu - a - I, because otherwise 'Yv E f(F (u».
Let w = u - c - 1= adO)+ ('Yu - a-I). Hence w E F(u ) n 52, but 'Y" = 'YvE f(F( IV» as can be
seen from the first case of Lemma 2. This contradicts (8). Secondly we assume c ~ 2b (a + I) +a.
Since fk(q) =n -I(q) =0 (Properties 1 and 2), the last case of Lemma 2 implies
f (F (u -I» = [0, 'Yu - r -I ) n [0, f k(O»Cf(F(u» .
Therefore by (5), 'YvE f (F (u - I» , a contradiction. Thus i = q~ 'Yu ~ r as claimed, and, in
particular, 'Yu ~ a whatever the value of i.
Next we show that 'Yu = 'Yv = I'k(i )~ a. For suppose 'Y,' < I'k(i ). Then u - ('Yu - 'Yv) =
ak(i) + 'Yv E F (u ) n 5" contradicting (5). Suppose 'Yv > f k (i ). Since Yv ~ a,
and thus 'Yw= I'd i) E I'(F (v» by (6). But the first three cases of Lemma 2 show that if 0 ~ i < q
or (i == q, 'Yu ~ r ), then f di) E f(F (u » , contradicting (7). Thus 'Yv = f di ). If 'Yu > f d i ), then
u - I E 52and the fi rst three cases of Lemma 2 imply "Yv = f di ) E f(F(u - I» , contradicting (8).
Thus "Yu == 'Yv == I' k(i) ~ a as claimed.
If r < 0, then c ~ 2b(0 + I) + a (Property 6), and q > 2b. Hence I' k (q - 1) == 0 (Properties 2,1).
Therefore i == q ~ u - 1=ak(q - I) +a E 52. But the second case of Lemma 2 shows that
'Yv == 0 E f(F(u - 1) , contradicting (8). Therefore
i =q ~r =a.
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If k=O, i;eq, then Property 2 implies c;32b(a+l)+a, 2b<i,,;;;;q. Then u-l=
uo(i -1) + a E S2. Since u - 1< c, we see that f(F(u -1» =Band so again 'Yv =0~ f(F(u -I) ,
contradicting (8). Hence
k =O~ i = q.
If the triple (u, i, k) satisfies Condition W, let w·= u + a = uk(i) + 'Y. + a. Otherwise
I'k(i) = I'H(i). Also k > 0, since for k = 0 and i = ii, the triple (u, ii,O) satisfies Condition W
(Property 2). In this case we let w = u - c - 1= Uk - 1(i) + y. + a E F(u). By property 8 and since
y.,,;;;;r if i=q, we have wEF(u)nS2 in either case. Let A={x:xEF(w), Yx='Yv}. To
complete the proof, it suffices to show that A C S2, because this gives the desired contradiction
with (8). A simplecomputation shows that if i = q (whence r = a) or w E [0, then A = {w- a}.
Otherwise A = {w - a, w - C - a}. Since by the definition of w, w- a E S2' we have A CS2 if
i = q or w E [0, and we may assume w~ [0 and i < q. If w = u +a, then w - c - a =
UH (i + I) + fdi). By Lemma I, fk-I(i + 1)";;;; fk(i), and so w - c - a E S2. If w = u - c -1, then
w-c-a=uk-2(i+I)+fk(i). By Lemma I, fk(i) = f H (i ) ;3 f k-2(i + 1), and so again
w - c - a E S2.
Corollary. N' = N, P' = P, T' = T.
Proof By Lemma4, the previous player leaving his opponent in a P'-position PI can always
return to a P'-position P2 with P2<PI in the sense of the lexicographic order introduced for
Lemma4. The subset PI > P2 > ... is well-ordered and has a smallest element(0,0) whichcan be
reached in a finite number of steps. Hence P' CPoSince every position in N' has a follower in P
by Lemma 3, we have N' C N. Finally, Lemmas 5 and 6 show that T' C T. Since
P' U N' U T' = Z x Z, the result follows.
Proof of Theorem 1. If u E SI, then (u, u) E P by the previouscorollary,and hence G(u) < 00
by Theorems A and B. Hence G(u) = Ma(u) . Since ij > 0, Property 2 implies fo(O) > a. Also
I'0(1) > a.Thisis clear if q > 1.If q = 1,then q = q < 2b and it follows againfromProperty2.Since
51;350-1;31 by Property 4, we have also f,(O»a. Therefore G(u)=Ma(u) for every
u E [0,uo(2» U [UI(O). UI(1». Also q ;3 1 implies 'YI = y. ... 1+1 for every 0,,;;;; i ,,;;;; a.
Sinceposition0 is a sink, G(O) =O. Let 0,,;;;; i < 2b. Suppose that we already showedGU)= YI
for every 0,;;; j < i. Then Ma(i) = 'YI, and therefore G(i) = 'YI. Since G(i, a +1+ i) = 0 (0";;;; i ,,;;;; a),
we have G(i) = G(a + 1+ i) = yl (0";;;; i < 2b). In particular, G(a + 2b) = 2b - 1, and therefore
G(2b) = Ma(2b) = 'Y2&. In the same way we see that G(i) = 'YI (0";;;; i ,,;;;; a). Since (u, 'Y.) E P for
every u E [0,uo(q) +a] n SI, we have G(u) = 'Y. for all these u.
Let v = q(a + 1)+ j E Sv; a < 'Yv = j,,;;;; a + r. By Property 7, [oCSI • Suppose that G(u) = 'Y.
for every O,;;;u<v. Since v+a=u,(O)+'Yv-r-l and ft(O) > a, we have G(v+a)=
G( 'Yv - r - 1)< Yv' Hence the last case of Property 9 ('Y. - a ,,;;;; 'Y. - r) implies G(v) = Ma(v) =
'Yv. Thus G(u) = 'Yv for every u E [0 n St. Sincefor every u E Idi) n SI (k ;30), (u, uo(i)+ 'Yv) E
P, we have u E SI"? G(u) = 'Yv.
If u E S2, then (u, u) E T. hence G(u) = 00 by TheoremsA and B. By what we alreadyproved
of Theorem I, G(u)=oo(f(F(u»), where f(F(u» is given by Lemma 2.
Finally, let O';;;G(v)<oo, uEF(v), G(u»G(v). Then either 'Y.>'Yv or UES2,
'Yv E f(F(u». Whether u < v or u = v +a, Lemma3 shows that there exists wE F(u) such that
G(w) = G(v), w < V.
5. COMPUTATION OF r,
The purpose of this section is to compute the sequence of vectors I'k(i) (0 ";;;; i ,,;;;; q, k E Z),
which is essential for computing G.
LEMMA 7. Let h = (2a, c +a + 1). Then
(i) hla +1 if and only if (a, C +1) = 1.
(ii) Let r = a. If thereexists a positive integer t such that 2'lla, 2'llq + 1, then h =2(a, q +1);
otherwise h = (a, q +I).
(iii) Let r = a. Then hla + 1 if and only if h = 1.
Proof. If u, v, ware positive integers, there are integers v', Wi such that v = (v, w)v',
w = (v, w)w'. SUbstituting,
(uv, w) = (v, w)(uv', w') = (v, w)(u, w'),
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since (v', w') = 1. Therefore
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_ _ (? C +a +1)_ ( c +a +1)h - (2a, c +a + 1)- (a, c + a + 1) - , (a, e +a +1) - (a, C + 1) 2, (a, e +1) .
(i) If (a,e +1»I, then h>l, hla, and therefore h{(a +l). If (a, e+ l )= I, then
h = (2, C +a + 1), so h /2. If a is even then c is even, and h :::; 1.If a is odd, then clearly h la +1.
(H) For r > a, (a, C +1) :::; (a, q + 1). Therefore
h = ( 1) (?a + q +1+a (q + 1))a, q + -, ( .J,. J) .a,q .
Now 2 can divide at most one of the numbers a/(a, q +1) and (q + 1)/(a, q + 1). If it does, then
also 2la(q + 1)/(a, q + 1). Therefore h = 2(a,q + 1) if and only if
2{a/(a, q + 1), 2{(q +1)/(a, q + I), 2la(q + 1)/(a, q + 1),
and the statement is clear.
(iii) In this case (a, e+ 1)= (a, q +1) so by (i) h la + 1 if and only if (a, q + 1)= J. By (H),
h =2(a, q + 1) implies (a, q + 1)~ 2. Hence hla+1 if and only if h = (a, q + 1)= 1.
L EMMA 8. S, = 0if andonlyiic < 2b(a + 1)+a andoneof thefollowing conditions is fulfilled :
(i) r < a;
(ii) r = a =2b = q + 1;
(iii) h :::; 2a.
Proof. Assume C < 2b(a + 1)+ a. If (i) holds, then S, :::; 0 by Property 6. Suppose (ii) holds.
By (4) it suffices to show that v E [Cl:k(q), Cl:k (q) +aJ~ v;;e 2b(mod2a), i.e, that the diophantine
equation
(e + a + l )x + q(a + 1) + t > 2b +2ay, 0,;;; t « a,
is not solvable in x, y. Adding 2a + 1to both sides and replacing x + 1, y +1 by x, y respectively
gives
Using (ii) gives
(C+ a + 1)x - 2ay :::; 2b - t +1, 0,;;; t ,;;; a.
a(a +2)x -2ay:::; a -t + J.
(9)
Since (2a, a(a +2» = 2a and 1,;;; a - t + I ,;;; a +1< 2a, we see that the last equation is not
solvable. Incidentally, note that (H)~ (iii).
Now suppose that (Hi) holds. We may assume r = a, as otherwise S2= 0by (i). By Lemma7,
h =2(a, q + 1)=2a. In particular, q + 1~ a. Since q + J ,;;; 2b ,;;; a, we have q + J = a =2b. Thus
C < 2b(a + 1)+a and (iii) :? (ii).
Conversely, suppose that the conditions do not hold. If c ~ 2b(a + 1)+a, then S2 f. 0 by
Property 2. So we may assume c < 2b(a + 1)+a, but (i), (ii), (iii) do not hold, i.e. r = a, h ,;;; a. If
2b < a, then letting t :::; 2b +1 shows that (9) is solvable in integers (x, Y), x ~ O. Hence we may
assume 2b = a, in whichcase 2b - t +1= {I, 2, . . ., a + I}. Since h ,;;; a, there is a value 0,;;; t ,;;; a
such that hj2b - t +1, and thus S2f. 0.
L EMMA 9. For fixed i (0 ';;; i ~ q), define the diophantine equation
(C+a + 1)x+ i(a + 1) + t = 2b +2ay,
and let M1 be the set of all its solutions t.
(i) If to E Mi, then M, :::; {to +kh :k integral}.
(ii) (2b - i)(a +1)E M1 (0';;; i ,;;; q).
(10)
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(iii) If (x, y, t) is a solution of (10), then so is (x + 2ak1h, y + k( c + a + 1)1h + I, t + 2al), k, I
any integers.
Proof. (i) If (xo, Yo, to) is a solution, then so is (x, Y, t)¢:> (c + a + 1)(x - xo) + (t - to) =
2a(y - Yo) is solvable ¢:>hit- to.
(ii) Put x = 0, y = b in (10).
(iii) Immediate by substitution.
For every 0.,,: i .,,: q, let
m(i) = minI'sfi), k(i) = min{k ;;;.0: fk(i) = m(i)}.
k;a.O
Since by Property 1 fk(i) is a monotonic sequence bounded by 0, m(i) and hence k(i) are
well-defined. Our immediate purposeis to determine m (i) (0"': i .,,: q). By(1), q< i .,,: q :::} m(i) =
O. For n, k E Z, k~ 0, define [nh = n -lnlkJk.
LEMMA 10. Let
L = [(2b - q)(a + l)]h.
Then
(i) q= q, r = a:::} L = [2b + Ih;
(ii) 5d 0:::}m(q) = L.
Proof. (i) For r = a,
L =(2b - q)(a + 1)=2a(b + 1)-(c + a + 1)+2b + 1=2b + 1(modh).
(ii) If c < 2b(a +1)+a, then q = q, and Property 6 implies r = a. Since 52 ~ 0, (3), (4) imply
m(q) = min{t E M q : t » O}. By Lemma9 (ii), (2b - q)(a + 1) E M q , and so m(q) = L by Lemma
9(i). If c ;;;. 2b(a +1)+a, then clearly m(q) = L = O.
LEMMA 11. If 52 ~ 0, then
m(i) = min(a +1,L +(q - i)[a + Ih) (0"': i.,,: q).
Moreover, m(i).,,: a :::} k(i) > k(i +1) (0"': i < q).
Proof. For the first part we use descent on i. For i = q the assertion is Lemma 10(ii). Let
0.,,: i < q, and suppose the assertion is true for all j satisfying i < j .,,: q. If m(i +1)= a +1, then
also m(i) = a + 1 by Lemma 1 (fdi);;;' fk(i +1», and this is also obtained by the present
assertion:
L + (q - i)[a + Ilk;;;' L + (q - i - 1)[a + Ilh ;;;. a + 1.
Therefore we may assume henceforth m(i +1)"': a. For k = k(i), we have m(i) = fk(i), and if
m (i) .,,: a, as we shallassumehenceforth,then the triple (ak(i) +m(i), i, k) satisfies Condition W.
By (4) and since I' k-l(i +-1);;;. m (i + 1);;;' 0, we have either m(i) > m (i + 1)> 0 or m(i);;;'
m (i +1)= O. Let
T=min{m:mEMi and (m>m(i+1»O or m;;;.m(i+l)=O)}. (11)
Let j = max(k(i), k(i +1). By Lemma 9 (iii), T is assumed in I,(i) for some IE (j, j +2alh].
Thus m(i + 1) = f'-l(i + 1) and therefore T satisfies (4). If T.,,: a, then al (i) + T satisfies (2). By
Lemma 1, m(i);;;. m(i +1), and therefore m(i);;;' T. But m(i) = f 1- 1(i ). Therefore if T< m(i),
then the triple (al (i) +T, I, i) satisfies Condition W, a contradiction. Hence m (i) = T. Let
m = m(i + 1)+ [a + lk Substituting t = m in (10) shows that m EM;, since
i(a + 1)+ m -2b= i(a + 1)+ L +(q - i)[a + l], -2b
= i(a + 1)+(2b - q)(a + 1)+(q - i)(a + l)-2b =2ab =O(mod h).
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By Lemma 9(i), m(i) = m + kh for suitable k. Since m - h < m (i + I), we have m (i);" m by
(11). Clearly m ;" m (i + 1). If m (i + 1)> 0, then [a + l]h > 0, since [a + l}, =0~ m (j) =0 for
j > i by the inductionhypothesisand so m (i +1)= O. Hence m > m (i +1)in this case. Therefore
m (i) ~ m by (11), and so m (i) = min(a + 1,m), completing the descent.
For proving the second part, note that
m(i)~ a~ m(i) = m(i + 1)+ [a + l], < m(i + 1)+ h.
By (4) for k = k(i), m(i);" I' k-l(i + 1);" m (i + I). If I'k-l(i + I) > m (i + 1), then I' k-l(i +1);"
m (i + 1) + h by Lemma9 (i), and so m (i) ;" m (i + I) + h,a contradiction. Hence k (i) > k (i + 1).
Lemma 11 enables computation of k(i). Let
8 = [c +a + 1ha' A= 8/h.
If A=0, then h =2a and k(i) =0 (0~ i ~ q). Indeed, if c < 2b(a + I) +a, then S2 =0 by Lemma
8. If c ;" 2b(a + I) +a, then m (i) = a + 1 (i < qJ by Lemma 11, whereas m(i) =0 =foCi) (i ;" q)
by Property 2. We may therefore assume A>O. Since (A,2a/h)= 1, we may define A-I by
AA-1=1 (mod 2a/h), 0<A-I<2a/h.
LEMMA 12. Suppose Sd0, A>O. If q<2b, then k(q)=l(2b+l)/hjA- 1 - l (mod 2a/h),
o~ k(ij) < 2a/h.
If ij = 2b, then k(ij) = O. In either case, for 0~ i < q,
m(i)~ a ~k(i) = k(i +1)+ z = k(q)+(q - i)z,
where
z == lea + l)/hjA- I(mod 2a/h), 0 < Z < 2a/h.
Proof. If q < 2b, then ij = q, r = a, and Lemma 10 implies that k(q) is the smallest solution
x ;"0 of the congruence
(c + a + 1)x + q(a + I) + [2b + l], == 2b (mod 2a).
Adding 2a +I to both sides,
(c + a + l)(x +1)== 2b + 1- [2b + I]h (mod 2a),
i.e,
8(x +1)== l(2b + l)/hjh (mod2a).
Dividing by h gives the result for k(ij). If q = 2b, then c ;" 2b(a + I) +a by Property 6, and so
k(ij) = m(ij) =0 by Property 2.
For m(i) ~ a (O~ i < ij), let z = k(i)- k(i + 1). By Lemma 11, z >0 and m(i)- m(i + I) =
[a + Ih. Now
(c + a + I)k(i) + i(a + 1)+ m(i) =2b +2ay.
Subtracting a similar equation with i replaced by i + I gives
(c + a + I)z = a + 1- [a + l], = lea + Ij/hjh (mod 2a),
hence Az=lea + l)/hj (mod2a/h). Also
z =2a/h ~ a + I = [a + l ], :;, h =2a~ A=0,
a contradiction.
The following result is Theorem V of [1], but in a more explicit form.
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THEOREM 2. Suppose c < 2b(a + I) +a.




(ii) If r = a, hl2b +1, then (12) holds for u E [0, ak(q)(O». For the remaining positions there
are two cases:
(a) h > 1. Then for u ~ ak(q)(O),
P = {u: u == k(a + l)(mod c + a + I), 00;;;; k < q},]
T ={u: u == t (mod c + a + I), q(a + 1) 0;;;; t 0;;;; c}.
(b) h = 1. Then for u E [ak(i+I)(O), ak(i)(O» (00;;;; i < q),
P = {u: u == k(a +1) (modc + a + 1), 00;;;; k 0;;;; i}, ]
T = {u: u == t (modc +a +1), (i + I)(a +1) 0;;;; t 0;;;; c}.
and N = P = 0 in [ak(O)(O), (Xl).
Now suppose c ~ 2b(a + I) +a.
(iii) If (a, c + I) > 1, then (13) holds for all u E Z.
(iv) If (a, c + I) = 1, then the conclusion of (b) holds.
Proof. By Theorems A and 1,
If adi) E Sz, then the first three cases of Lemma 2 show that
(13)
(14)
Also adO) E SI~ (ak(q)+r,ak+I(O» CN. If adO) E Sz, then adi) E S, (00;;;; i 0;;;; q) by Lemma 1,
hence l« C T by the above and the last case of Lemma 2.
In case (i) if r < a, then S, = 0 by Property 6. If r = a, then L = [2b + l], by Lemma 10.
Hence h{2b+l~m(i»0 by Lemma 11, and hence adi)ES1 (OO;;;;io;;;;q) and (12)
follows.
In case (ii), L = m(q) = O. For k < k(q) (12) holds, since ak(q) E Sl. If h > 1, then h{(a +1)
by Lemma 7 (iii), and so m(i) > 0 for i < q by Lemma 11. However if h = 1, then m(i) = 0
(O~ i 0;;;; q), implying (13), (14).
In cases (iii), (iv), L = m (q) = 0, k(q) = O. In case (iii), h{a + 1 by Lemma 7 (i), and in case
(iv) m(i)=O (O~io;;;;q).
For s, f:.0, define
I«(Xl) = min{i: mU) 0;;;; a}.
Lemma 11 implies that 1(00) = 0 if h I(a + I). Otherwise 1(00) is the smallest value of i such that
L +(q - i)[a + l], 0;;;; a, i.e.
1(00) = max{O, [q - (a - L)![a +1h l}.
Let
K(00) = k(I(oo» = min{k ~ 0: r k (1(00» = m(1(oo))}.
By the second part of Lemma 11,
K«(Xl) = min {k ~ 0: fdi) = m(i) for all0 0;;;; i ~ q}.
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LEMMA 13. Let S2,e 0. Then
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K (00) = k(q) +(q- J(oo»z. (15)
If ij < 2b then k(oo)";; a(2a - 3) with equality if and only if
(a, b, c) E {(2t, t,4t 2 - 2): t > I}.
If q = 2b then K( oo)";;; a(2a -1) with equality if and only if
(a, b, c) E {(2t, t. q(2t +1)+ r): t ;;. I, 0 ,,;; r ,,;;; 2t < q, q + r +2== 2et(mod 4t)},
where
e = {O ifq even
I ifq odd.
Proof Lemma 12 implies (15) and z ,,;;; 2a - 1. Thus K(oo),,;;; k(q) +q(2a -1).
If ij < 2b, then q +1,,;;; 2b ,,;;; a, and by Lemma 8 (ii), q +2,,;;; a. By Lemma 12,k(q)";;; 2a - 2 if
h > 1, and the same holds if h = I, since k(q) = 2a - I:::} 2b + 1==0 (mod 2a), which is
impossible. Thus K(oo)";;; 2a - 2+(a - 2)(2a -1) = a(2a - 3). This upper bound is assumed if and
only if
h = 1,(2a - 1)6 == - ~ == a + I (mod2a), (2a -1)~ == - ~ == 2b + 1(mod 2a)
~h =l, ~=a-l(since~ <2a), 2b=a.
Now for q odd and since q < a-I, [c +a + Iha = a +q +1> a-I. For q even, [c +a + Iha =
q +1= a-I, implying the result.
If ij=2b, then Sd0:::}c;;.2b(a+1)+a. Since k(ij)=O, we have K(oo)";;;2b(2a-1)";;;
a(2a -1). Equality holds if and only if
h = I, a = 2b, (2a - I)~ == - 6 == a +I (mod 2a) ~ h = I, a = 2b, ~ = a - I .
Now ~ = [c +a +Ib = [(1- e)a +q + r +Ib, and the result follows.
Let
d = 2a - 8.
Define a sequence of vectors Gk(i) (O,,;;j,,;;;ij , k;;.O): If uE[ak(i),ak(i)+2a), U==
2b(mod 2a), then Gk(i) = u - ak(i). Note that
u E Z, u == 2b (mod2a):::} Gk(i) = [u - adi)ha.
Define f(k) = Gk(O). Write
c +a + I =Laq' +8 =2a(q' +1)- d.
If Gk(j) = v -ak(j), let v' = v +2aq'. Then
u' - ak+l(j) = (v - ak(j» +(2aq' - (c +a + I)) = Gdj) - 8.
In particular, f(k + 1) = [f(k) - 8ha = [f(k) + dha. More generally,
LEMMA 14. (i) For all 0,,;; j ,,;; ii, k E Z,
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(ii) For all k ~ 0, 0 < j ~ q,
. {Gk(j) +a +1 if o: (j) < a-I
Gk(J -1) ==
G,(j) - a +1 otherwise.
(iii) For every k ~ 0,
f(k) == [2b - k8ha == [2b +kdha.
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(iv) Forallj,kEZ,f(k)==f(k+2aj/h).
Proof. (i) Clear since 0~ 8, G,(j) < 2a.
(ii) Let Gk(j)==V-CXk(j). Then Gk(j-l)==v-cxk(j-l) if Gk(j)<a-l; otherwise
Gk(j -1) == v - CXk(j -1) - 2a. The result follows.
(iii) Obtained by iterating the equation just prior to the lemma.
(iv) f(k+2aj/h)==[2b+(k+2aj/h)dha ==[2b+kdha, since hid.
The definition of the sequence Gk(k~ 0) implies that for all k ~ 0, 0~ i ~ q, iffk(iH f k-1(i),
then fk(i) == Gk(i). The sequence Gdi) permits computing the sequence fk(i). In the algorithm
given at the endof the section, the sequence Gk(i)is usedimplicitly ratherthanexplicitly soas to
avoid having to store {Gk(i)}.
LEMMA 15. For all 0~ k < 2a/h, 0~ j ~ q,
If (k )- j ifj~f(k)~a+j, jeven,Gk(j)== f(k)-j-a iff(k)~a+j, jodd,f(k)- j +a iff(k)~j, j odd,
and G« (j) > a in all other cases.
Proof. If v == 2b (mod 2a), k E Z, we can write v == CXk (0) + f(k) + 2ia for a suitable integer i.
Then
v == cxd2i) + (f(k) - 2i) == CXk (2i- 1)+ (f(k) + a - (2i- 1».
We consider several cases:
(i) 0~ f(k) - 2i < 2a. Then G; (2i) == v - CXk (2i). If f(k) - 2i ~ a, then Gk(2i)~ a, otherwise
G(k) > a.
(ii) 2i -1 <f(k)< a +2i -1. Then
a < v - cxk(2i -1) == f(k) +a - (2i -1) < 2a.
(iii) f(k) ~ 2i -1. Then
o~ a - (2i -1) ~ v - cxk(2i - 1) == f(k) + a - (2i -1) ~ a,
since 2i - 1~ q ~ 2b ~ a.
(iv) f(k)~ a +2i -1. Then O~f(k)-(a +2i -1)< a -(2i -1).
Let K (0) bethesmallest k ~ 0suchthat I'( q) ~ a, G(O) == I' K(O)(q ).If 52 == 9,putK (0) == 00.
LEMMA 16. (i) If c < 2b(a +1)+a, and one of the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of Lemma 8 holds, then
K(O)==oo. (ii) If (c<2b(a+1)+a, r==a, q even) or c~2b(a+l)+a, then K(O) ==0,
G(0)==2b-q. (iii) If c<2b(a+1)+a, r==a, q odd, q+l<a, then d==a-q-l, K(O)==
f(a + q - 2b)/d]. Moreover, dla + q - 2b =9 G(O) == 0; otherwise G(O) == d - [a + q - 2b ]d.
Proof. (i) follows fromLemma 8; (ii) from Property2.Sosuppose the hypothesis of (iii)holds.
(The condition q + 1< a is due to q + 1~ 2b ~ a and since (i) does not hold.) Then
d == 2a - [(q + 1)(a + 1) + aha == a - q -1. So d < a - q == 2a - (a + q). Therefore there existsa
smallest integer k > 0 suchthat a + q ~ 2b + kd < 2a.Also 2b + kd > q for every k ~ O. Thuswe
have k == K(O), since by Lemma 14 (iii), f(k) == 2b + kd, and by Lemma 15 with j == q, k is the
smallest integer such that G(O) == Gk(q) == 2b + kd - q - a. Thus
K(O) == f(a + q -2b)/dl, G(O) == 2b + fa + q -2b)/dld - q - a,
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and so G(O) = 0 if dla +q - 2b. Otherwise
G(O) = (la +~ - 2bJ+1) d - (a +q - 2b) = d - (a +q - 2b-la +~ - 2bJd)
= d - [a +q - 2b]d.
LEMMA 17.0 < K (0)< 00 =? K (0) :0:;; 2b.Moreover, K (0) = 2bifandonlyifoneof thefollowing holds:
(i) a =2b +1= q +2, i.e., (a, b, c) E {(2t +1, t,4t 2 +4t - 1): t > O}.
(ii) a;;:' 3, b = q = 1, i.e., (a, b, c) E {(t, 1,2t +1): t ;;:. 3}.
Proof. The hypothesis implies
d=a-q-1, K(O) = r(a +q-2b)ldl, a;;:'q+2;;:.3, q:o:;;2b-1.
Now
(2b + 1)q = (2b -1)q +2q:O:;; (2b -1)(a -2)+2q = (2b -1)a -2«2b -1)- q) :o:;;(2b -1)a.
Thus a +q :O:;;2b(a - q), i.e., a +q -2b:o:;; 2bd, and so K(O) < (a +q -2b)ld + 1:0:;; 2b +1, i.e.,
K(O):o:;; 2b.
(i) Suppose dla +q - 2b. Then K(O) = 2b if and only if
(a +q - 2b)Id =2b <:> (2b +1)q = (2b -1)a <:> a =2b +1= q +2,
since (2b -1, 2b +1) = 1, and q :0:;; 2b -1.
(ii) d{a+q-2b. Let R=[a+q-2b]d' Then K(0)=2b<:>(a+q-2b-R)ld+1=
2b <:> 2ab - 2bq - 2a = R - 1.
Now R > 0=? a > q +2, and so
-2;;:' -1- R = 2(a(b -1)- bq) ;;.2«q +3)(b -1)- bq) = 2(3b - q -3);;' 2(b -2).
Thus K(O) =2b =? R = b = 1 and thus also q = 1. Also the converse holds as can be seen by
substitution.
For computing the sequence {fdi)} ([(oo):o:;;i:o:;; ii, 0:0:;; k e: K(oo»), it suffices to determine all
fk(i) such that fk(i) i' fk-1(i), since the sequence is monotonic in k. For fixed i, denote by j(i)
the number of different values of the sequence fk(i) (-I:o:;;k:o:;;k(i». By Lemma 9 (i),
j(i):o:;; l(a + 1)1hJ+1. Define a set of pairs gij (l:O:;; j < j(i), 1(00):0:;; i :0:;; q) as follows: For fixed i,
gil =(1, f,(i» if the number of values in fk(i) (-1:0:;;k « 1-1) is j and f,(i) i' fH(i) (I ;;.0). The
main outputof the algorithm below is the set of values gil' Weshalluse the notation gil(l), gil(2) to
denotethe firstand second components of gil, i.e.gl/(l) = I, gl/(2) =f,(i). Asboundary conditions
for the algorithm, we put
j(q +1)=2, gi.J(I) = (00, -1) ([(00):0:;; i « q+1), gij+l.1 = (-1,0).
Algorithm E below carries out q+1- 1(00) iterations if K(O) < 00. In the p th iteration, all values
fk(q +1- p):o:;; a are found for gij-P+2.1(l) < k « k(q - p +1). (The lower bound on k follows
from Property 4, since s,» Sk-I - 1 implies that a necessary condition for I'k(i):o:;; a is
I' k-I(i + 1):0:;; a.) Auxiliary storage cells H, j, I, m are used.
ALGORITHM E
1. (Initial conditions.) If K (0) = 00, end. Otherwise put (- 1,0)...,) g4+1.I, (00, - 1)...,) g4+1.2,
q...,) i, K(O)...,) k, G(O)...,) H, i-« j, 2...,) I, m(cn...,) m.
2. (j'h value of I'k(i).) Put (k, H)...,) gil, H ...,) g, j +1...,) j.
3. (Terminate {fk(i)};=o.) If g>m, go to 5. Otherwise put (oo,-I)...,)giJ, i-l...,)i,
m +[a +I], ...,)m.
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4. (End?) If i < 0 or m > a, end. Otherwise put gi+I.I(1)-+ k, [gi+I.I(2) + a + 1ha -+H, 2-+ I,
a + 1-+g, 1-+ j.
5. (Find next Gk(i) < g.) Put k + 1-+ k, [H + dha -+H. If H ~ g, repeat 5.
6. (Locate fk-I(i + 1).) If gi+l.i(1) < k, put 1+ 1-+ 1 and repeat 6.
7. (Test fk(i) f. fk-I(i).) If H > gi+IH(2) or gi+I.I-I(2) = 0, go to 2. Otherwise go to 5.
The validity proof of the algorithm follows by establishing that the process alwaysterminates
in step 4 when i = 1(00) - 1. The details are omitted.
If each pair gij is stored in two memory locations, the numberof memory words neededfor
the algorithm is given by
ij+1 ij (la +1J ) (la +1J )2iJ;~)j(i)~4+2iJ;~) -h- +1 =4+2(1}-1(oo)+1) -h- +1 =O(a 2) ,
since I} ~ 2b ~ a. For fixed i (1(00) ~ j ~ q), let B be the number of changes of H required by
Algorithm E for computing gij (i,;:; j ,;:; j(i)). Since k(i) = k(i +1)+Z, we have
E, = Z+ 1 (1(00)';:; i < I}), Eij = k(q)- K(O) + 1.
Therefore the total number of changes in H is
ij ij-I
L Ei = L (k(i)-k(i+1)+1)+k(q)-K(O)+1
i=l(oo) i=l(oo)
= K(oo)- K(O) + q - 1(00)+1,;:; a(2a -1)+ a + 1 = O(a2) .
Since the number of comparisons in step 6 is also '};?~](~) j(i) = O(a2) , the total number of
operations in Algorithm E is O(a2) .
6. COMPUTER RESULTS
Algorithm E was implemented in the form of a Fortran program. As a sample we present
below a table of the valuesof gij for extremal valuesof K(oo) and K(O), determined in Lemmas 13
and 17 above. From the first two lines of the table we see e.g. that for (a, be) = (4, 2, 14),
fo(q) = f o(2) = 2, f 3(2) = 1, [6(2) = m(2) = 0;
f l(4) = 4, [4(1) = 3, ....
For playing the gamefor any particularvaluesof a,b, c it will be found that the strategycan
Computation ofg'j forextremal values of K(oo), K(O)
Table I. Examples for c < 2b(a +I) +a,K(oo) = a(2a - 3)
i~ 1 2 J 4 j e 7 " > 1C 11
0- 4 2 ( i, 2 ) ( 3. 1 ) ( G, 0)
b= 2 1 ( I, 4 ) ( 4. ) ) ( 7, 2) ( IJ, 1 ) ( I::';, Q)
c=14 0 ( u. ") ( 11. 3 ) ( 14, 2) ( 17. l) ( " 0, 0)
"
( o. L) ( b , l) ( 10. 0)
iJ= c 3 ( 1. ") ( C. :$) ( 11. 2) ( 1 C. l) ( 21, 0)h= 3 2 ( 1. C) ( I. ;;) ( 12.
"
( 11. ;;) ( 22. 2 ) ( 27. l) ( 32, I)
c=34 1 ( 1::;, C) ( 12 I 5 ) ( 23, 4 ) ( n. 3 ) ( 3} , 2) ( j8, l) ( l~:) , j)
0 ( 2~, 0) ( 29. 5 ) ( 34. 4 ) ( }3, 3 ) ( 44. 2) ( ~9, 1 ) ( S.. , Q)
0 ( J. 1) ( I. l) ( 14, 'J)
5 ( 1. ") ( 8. 3) ( 15, 2) 2 1) ( 2£ I 0)0= 3 4 ( r, C) ( ~. :.i) ( i c, 4 ) 3. J) ( ::;0, 2 ) ( 7. ) ( 4 .. , 0)
b= 4 3 ( J. C) ( 10. t : ( 11. 6) 4 5 ) ( -, 4) ( ) ( 1,:., 2) ( ) ( c, )J •• u.
c=C2 2 ( 19, 3 ) ( 2~, )) ( 32, G) 9-, ;;) ( 4-E, 4) ( 3. ) ( vo, 2) ( ) ( 4. )
1 ( 3:i, 3 ) ( 4 V, )) ( wr, 0) 1,. 5 ) ( 51, 4) ( u. ) ( j j, 2) ( ) ( Y, )
0 ( 4C. d) ( 5~ , )) ( cz, G) 9. j) ( n. 4) ( 3. ) ( ~J , 2) ( . ) ( 1 4. )
8 ( 0, 2) ( 9. 1 ) ( 13. 0)
7 ( 1. 4 ) 10. 3 ) 1" 2) ( 8. l) ( 7. 0)J.
G ( 1, C) 11, 5) 2U, 4) ( 9. :I) ( 8 2 ) ( 7. ) ( :> G, a)
u=ll) 5 ( 3, 3 ) 11. l) 21. G) ( o, ~ ) ( 9, 4 ) ( ", ) ( 57, 2) ( ) ( a)
b= 5 4 ( 4.10 ) 13. 9 ) 21. 3 ) ( 1. t : ( Q , G) ( Y, ) ( 53, 4 ) ( ) ( 2 ) ( 35, l) ( 4, )
c=9S 3 ( 23.10 ) 32, 9 ) 41, 8 ) ( c. t : ( 9, C) ( s, ) ( 77. \) ( , ) ( n ( 04, l) ( 3. )
2 ( !~ 2, 10 ) 51, 9) GO, S) ( 9. 7 ) ( »» G) ( 7. ) ( 96. 4 ) (l ) (l , 2 ) ( 23, 1 ) ( 1, )
1 ( 61.10 ) 10. 9) 19. S) ( u. )) ( I. e) r i e. ) (11;. 4 ) (l ) (l 2J ( 4;:: , 1 ) ( 1, )
0 ( 80,10 ) 3U, 9 ) n. 3 ) (l I, )) (l e. C) (l 5. ) (1::;4, 4 ) (l ) (l , 2 ) ( ei. l) ( c, )
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Table 2.Examples forc .. 2b(a + J)+ a, K(oo)=a(2a-1)
! ~j 1 2 3 4 3 6 I 7 I 3 I 9 I 10 I 11
a= 2 2 ( Q, 0)
h= 1 1 ( 1, 2 ) ( 2, 1) ( 3, 0)
c=10 0 ( 4, 2) ( 3, 1 ) ( 6, 0)
a= 2 2 ( 0, 0)
tl= 1 1 ( , 2 ) ( 2 1) ( 3, 0)
-,
c=14 0 ( -, 2) ( ;i, 1) ( L, 0)
4 ( 0, J)
a= 4 3 ( 1, 2 ) ( 4, 1 ) ( 1, 0)
b= 2 2 ( 0 4 ) ( s :;i) (
'"
2 ) ( 11, 1) ( 14, 0)L,
c=3Q 1 ( 9, 4) ( 12, 3) ( i s, 2 ) ( ra, 1) ( 21, J)
U ( rc, 4 ) ( In, » ( 22, 2) ( 2' 1) ( 21:, 0)
"
4 ( 0, 0)
u= 4 3 ( 1, 2 ) ( 4, ) ( 1, 0)
,= 2 2 ( 2, 4) ( s, ) ( -, 2) ( 11, 1 ) ( 14, 0)
c=33 1 ( 9, 4) ( 12, ) ( 15, 2) ( I':;, 1 ) ( 21, 0)
0 ( 16, 4) ( 19, ) ( 22, 2) ( 2::1 , 1) ( 28, 0)
Table 3. Examples for K(O) = 2b,a > q +2
~ 1 2 3 4 3 C I 7 I G I 9 I 10 I 11
a= 3
b= 1 1 ( 2, 0)
c= 7 0 ( 4, 0)
a= 4
b= 1 1 ( 2, 1)
c= 9 0 ( 4, 2 )
a= S
b= 1 1 ( 2, 2 ) ( ,, 1) ( 8, 0)
c=l1 0 ( 4, 4) ( 1, 3) ( 10, 2) ( 13, 1) ( 16, 0)
a= 6
b= 1 1 ( 2, 3 )
c=13 0 ( 4, G)
Table 4. Examples forK(0)=2b,a =q +2
iy 1 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 I
a- 3
b- 1 1 ( 2, O)
c> 7 0 ( 4, 0)
a- 5 3 ( 4, 0)
b- 2 2 ( 3, O)
c=23 1 ( 12, O)
0 ( 16, O)
5 ( 6, O)
a= 7 4 ( 12, 0)
b= 3 3 ( 13, 0)
c=47 2 ( 24, 0)
1 ( 30, O)
0 ( 3G, 0)
7 ( u, 0)
6 ( 16, 0)
a= 9 5 ( 24, 0)
b= 4 4 ( 32, 0)
c-79 3 ( 40, 0)
2 ( 48, O)
1 ( 5G, O)
0 ( b"', 0)
be computed conveniently manually, without a computer. In the early stages of the work,
however, it was convenient to have a computer program for conducting experiments. This
program was based on Algorithm D of [1] for computing G for any digraph R. Algorithm E
emerged only towards the end of the work.
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